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It was a mixed and somewhat turbulent quarter in the markets, with developed equities barely ending in
positive territory while smaller cap U.S. equities were down over 2%, emerging equities were down by
more than 4%, and oil was down over 7%. These returns reflected slowing growth in the world economy
and a continuation of U.S.-China trade tensions. Most dramatic was the change from last year when the
Fed raised rates four times, only now to lower rates—twice during the quarter and then once more in
October. Accommodation by central banks is also occurring in Asia and is now a global phenomenon.
U.S. ten-year yields declined 50 basis points to 1.5% p.a.—not far from their all-time lows—before ending
the period at 1.7% p.a. Real inflation adjusted yields are now around zero.
This low yield environment is different from anything we have seen before in the capital markets, and the
implications are stark. If passive global equities were to deliver 5% real—the same return as over the last
30 years—then with bonds providing a zero real return, a 60/40 global equities/bonds portfolio will deliver
only 3.0% per annum after inflation, well short of its 5% real return over the last century. To achieve
higher returns for comparable risk will require a value-added approach to risk management and the ability
to generate significant alpha.

Finding Return in a Low Yield Environment
Central bank easing is symptomatic of genuine risks in the current economic environment. Yet, at
HighVista we are optimistic about our prospects for generating return. We believe we are continuing to
find interesting opportunities in inefficient spaces, within private as well as public markets. The strategies
we are pursuing fall into several broad categories:
•
•
•
•
•

Long time-horizon public market investments in quality firms
Shorter duration mispricings and catalyst driven opportunities
Dislocated and distressed market opportunities
Opportunistic private credit and private equity, including co-invests
Quantitative, mostly factor-driven active security selection

Some of the firms we invest with have flexible mandates and pursue investments that span multiple of
these buckets, while others are domain specialists within niche markets. Some mandates are long-only,
while others are long/short. Niche mandate opportunities are our primary focus today, and we
increasingly are finding situations where our involvement is highly valued and where we can obtain
preferred terms and access. In this commentary we highlight two of the above categories—the
opportunities we are seeing in quality public equities and in niche quantitative investing.

Quality Public Equities
It is always desirable when one can invest in businesses with good growth prospects, defensible
economic moats, and attractive valuations. Such investments provide a way to compound returns when
held for the long term, and particularly in a thirst-for-yield environment they can rapidly increase in price
when their true fundamentals become recognized in the marketplace.
Of course, growth firms that underperform expectations are heavily penalized. To invest successfully in
these equities takes a bottom-up focus and a very sharp pencil as well as the ability to invest with a
longer-term perspective while maintaining hyper vigilance. The managers we have been pursuing in this
area fit this description. Together, their areas of investment span a wide range, including pockets within
developed and emerging markets (primarily China and India) and focused primarily in the healthcare,
consumer, technology and business services spaces.
In China, the bottom-up opportunity set is particularly interesting. Today, the A-Share market is
gargantuan, with some 3,500 listed firms—the same as in the U.S.—and an equity capitalization of
around $8 trillion. That this market is over 80% retail dominated gives skilled investors a significant edge.
Moreover, there is a beneficial tail wind because China is still greatly underrepresented in the world
indexes. Currently, China A Shares constitute only 0.4% of the world index (ACWI) yet it is the world’s
second largest equity market. Our managers’ focus in China is on a very narrow subset comprising quality
growth firms trading at very significant discounts to their U.S. peers. These investment firms are close to
company management and moreover have the wherewithal to offer them advice on business, strategic,
and capital allocation questions. This opportunity set has been growing in attractiveness and we have
been cautiously increasing our exposure there given the macro risks related to China broadly.
Closer to home, we also have exposure to very liquid large cap U.S. names that answer to similar criteria.
Interestingly, these firms are well followed and have strong balance sheets (most have no net debt), yet
their prices are excessively volatile, and they have continued to provide attractive entry points in turbulent
markets.
Always being vigilant about capital preservation, we view the risks of investing in growth equities first
through the lens of price, where the projected returns must meet a very high bar, and second through the
lenses of risk and diversification, where the correlations between these investments and other portfolio
exposures will affect the sizing of these as well as other exposures.
Niche Quantitative Investing
We have long utilized directly-executed systematic strategies to complement the investments we have
with external managers. One of these is a global factor-based equity selection approach in which we
favor “well rounded” stocks, ones that score well on multiple criteria, like value, quality, momentum, and
low risk. These factors have been well documented to capture risk premia and behavioral anomalies, and
we have been able to generate excess returns since 2012 when we launched the strategy.
The approach, not surprisingly, works considerably better in less crowded and smaller cap market
segments as illustrated by the excess returns from factor exposures in Exhibit 1. The return opportunity
is attributable to the retail-driven investor bases, low informational efficiency, and barriers to entry in these
markets which leads to slower price discovery. In addition, and as a result, trading itself is inefficient and it
takes relationships and specialized knowledge of the market structure to effectively invest. We believe
that the alpha opportunity in these markets can be captured provided that sophisticated approaches to
transaction cost and risk management are employed. We are excited to be investing in this area and have
been devoting significant resources to doing it well.
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Exhibit 1: Global Factor Excess Returns 1
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In summary, we are approaching the task of obtaining attractive returns in a low-yield environment
through a range of approaches.

1

Chart represents long/short factor return data from 01/31/2010 – 12/31/2018. All factor returns are calculated on a sector-neutral
basis. Results indicate the Q5-Q1 return spread. Please refer to the Important Legal Disclosures for further information.
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Important Disclosure
This document has been excerpted and modified from its original version which was published on 11/08/2019. Clients of HighVista
will be provided with an original version upon request.
This excerpt has been provided for informational purposes only, reflects the judgments and opinions of HighVista Strategies LLC at
the time of writing, does not purport to be complete, and no obligation to update or otherwise revise such information is being
assumed. Historical data and other information contained herein is believed to be reliable but no representation is made to its
accuracy, completeness or suitability for any specific purpose. No one shall have any liability for any expressed or implied
representations contained in, or for any omissions from, this information or any related written or oral communications transmitted to
the recipient. Although a reflection of the judgments and opinions of HighVista Strategies LLC at the time of writing, the information
expressed herein does not necessarily reflect investment advice or specific investment strategy HighVista utilizes and tailors for
HighVista’s Clients. Certain statements and data herein are based upon information from sources believed to be reliable at the time
of writing but there is no representation or warranty as to the accuracy or completeness of this information. Use of information from
sources referenced herein does not represent any sponsorship, affiliation, or other relationship between HighVista and any other
company or entity and does not constitute an endorsement.
This information shall not constitute investment advice or an offer to sell or the solicitation of any offer to buy any securities or
investment product. This information has not been provided in any fiduciary capacity (e.g. ERISA or otherwise) and it is not intended
to be, and should not be considered as, impartial investment advice. Nothing contained herein constitutes investment, legal, tax, or
other advice, nor is it to be relied on nor interpreted as a recommendation in making an investment or other decision. References to
specific securities and issuers are for illustrative purposes only, may or may not be currently held in a direct or indirect capacity, and
are not intended to be, and should not be interpreted as, recommendations to purchase or sell such securities. Past performance is
not necessarily indicative of future results. In addition, index returns are for illustrative purposes only. Index performance returns do
not reflect any management fees for the index, transaction costs or expenses. Indices are unmanaged and one cannot invest
directly in an index.
THIS PRESENTATION CONTAINS FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS WITHIN THE MEANING OF THE U.S. FEDERAL
SECURITIES LAWS. FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS ARE THOSE THAT PREDICT OR DESCRIBE FUTURE EVENTS OR
TRENDS AND THAT DO NOT RELATE SOLELY TO HISTORICAL MATTERS. FOR EXAMPLE, FORWARD-LOOKING
STATEMENTS MAY PREDICT FUTURE ECONOMIC PERFORMANCE, DESCRIBE PLANS AND OBJECTIVES OF
MANAGEMENT FOR FUTURE OPERATIONS, PERFORMANCE AND RISK AND MAKE PROJECTIONS OF REVENUE,
INVESTMENT RETURNS, RISK CALCULATIONS OR OTHER FINANCIAL ITEMS. FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS CAN
GENERALLY BE IDENTIFIED AS STATEMENTS CONTAINING THE WORDS “WILL,” “BELIEVE,” “EXPECT,” “ANTICIPATE,”
“INTEND,” “CONTEMPLATE,” “ESTIMATE,” “ASSUME,” “TARGET” OR OTHER SIMILAR EXPRESSIONS. SUCH FORWARDLOOKING STATEMENTS ARE INHERENTLY UNCERTAIN, BECAUSE THE MATTERS THEY DESCRIBE ARE SUBJECT TO
KNOWN (AND UNKNOWN) RISKS, UNCERTAINTIES AND OTHER UNPREDICTABLE FACTORS, MANY OF WHICH ARE
BEYOND CONTROL. NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES ARE MADE AS TO THE ACCURACY OF SUCH FORWARDLOOKING STATEMENTS.
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